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Attendance

Thanks to all of you for your interest in the workshop!

I ∼210 registration, peak of about 90 people connected: beyond our more
optimistic expectations.



Summary of the week & practical information

I We had excellent talks. Thanks to everyone that contributed !

I Some discussions, perhaps not as many as we were hoping for.

I Hopefully the mix of light format + talks + spontaneous discussions + more
focused ones was useful.

- in the near future, session on Higgs-related topics. [TBC]

I Some interesting ideas have been proposed, feel free to suggest more & discuss!

I slack link: → click here

I more “static” info will be posted here: → https://phystev.cnrs.fr/wiki/2021:start

- expect just 3-4 more emails (very low volume).

- it’d be nice to have “LH-style” studies collected in one place: more information will
follow.

https://join.slack.com/t/phystev2021/shared_invite/zt-rssv0djl-Ip1DA8zl2oDXpXF~L23onA
https://phystev.cnrs.fr/wiki/2021:start
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Concluding and looking ahead

I Thanks to co-organizers / Fawzi / all the conveners / all of you !

I Several senior and young people registered when we were still hoping for an
in-person meeting.

I Nice to see that many more attended the zoom sessions this week.

I We all missed the unique Les Houches atmosphere...



The Les Houches “spirit”

...but, especially for those who have never attended PhysTeV in Les Houches...
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See you in two years!

12 - 30 June 2023


